Times Have
Changed.
So Should Your
Association
Management
System

Do You Have the Tools to Succeed?
You know that dream where something or someone is chasing you and no matter
how hard you try – you simply can’t move?

Many association leaders I talk with are living this nightmare, or some version of
it, every day. They’re hounded by the pressure to meet their goals for

membership, revenue and event attendance. And the number of people they
need to engage beyond their member base keeps growing.

Still, they’re unable to move forward because they’re stuck with an outdated

association management system (AMS). When I bring up the option of exploring
a customer/constituent relationship management (CRM) solution, they often ask

the same question: Aren’t an AMS and a CRM basically the same thing? They
both serve associations, but the similarities end there.

Stymied by the Constant of Change
The AMS started as a giant clearinghouse of addresses and member types

associations could use, with some contortion of their processes, to handle basic
activities. This worked fine when managing member-to-organization
relationships was the main priority.

But times—and cultures—have changed. The average AMS struggles to keep
pace with the demands of today’s association world, where:
•
•
•
•
•

More than just members need ongoing personal attention
All staff members get involved in managing relationships
Business models and goals are becoming more sales-focused
Productivity demands seamless integration of internal systems
Employees want the freedom to work outside the office

Let’s explore each of these change drivers in more detail.
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Change #1: You Need to Focus on Your
Entire Ecosystem
Today, associations have turned their attention to nurturing relationships with

and across their entire ecosystem of members and non-members. That includes

donors, vendors, partners, legislators—the list goes on.

Effective nurturing requires knowledge. The more you know about the people
you interact with, the better. For instance, members love to talk—not always

directly to you, but to each other. Today’s savvy association leaders have picked

up on that. CRM solutions keep you in the know across social media and
discussion boards.

They also put vital insights at your fingertips with assets like an easily

understandable visual hierarchy—including reminders of when to check in,
updates on how contacts engage with others and much more.

Achieving this level of sophistication through an old school AMS, if even possible,

would require a substantial investment of time and money.

Understand relationships among members
and the hierarchies of organizations with
which you work.
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Change #2: Your Entire Staff Needs to
Manage Relationships
A major cultural shift through the years has taken place in staff responsibilities. In
successful associations today, everyone from the front desk to the back office

plays an active role in serving members and advocating the association's mission.
This means everyone needs instant access to the latest member and market data,
so they can make each interaction highly personal and relevant.

With a legacy AMS, expensive per-seat licenses tend to limit access to only a
privileged few within an organization. CRMs include fee structures that let

everyone in, so the whole team has everything they need to deliver outstanding
service.

Microsoft Social Engagement allows you to track and monitor who is talking about you and what the sentiment is.
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Change #3: Your Mission or
Business Model May Need to Evolve
According to the McKinley 2015 report on the State of Associations, nearly 33% of
all associations report having difficulty attracting younger members. As
demographics grow more diverse and millennials become a more tempting target,
many associations are moving to new membership models—from annual to
monthly membership or a la carte benefits to attempt to lure younger prospects
to membership.
With a CRM, you can learn what members and prospects want to vastly improve
satisfaction - and even retention - using tools for member engagement scoring
and social monitoring. You can then incorporate changes like those above quickly,
offer new opportunities or reach out to new constituents at any time, without
butting heads against inflexible interfaces or restrictive functionality.

“[CRM] has given us a whole new world of

flexibility, scalability, and the ability to be really
responsive to the changes in our business.”
– Doug Beebe, Director of IT
Actors' Equity Association
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Change #4: Your Tech Needs to Talk
The AMS of yesterday wasn’t exactly designed to play well with others. For years,
it exemplified the association technology puzzle: Each function used a different
software system to collect and store data—but sharing was impossible. These

technology silos have no value for modern associations seeking collaboration,
efficiency and a 360-degree view of member activity.

On the other hand, a CRM solution boosts efficiency across an organization by
linking with familiar productivity tools, like Microsoft Outlook, Excel, Word,
PowerPoint, and Skype for Business.

Change #5: Your Employees and
Members Work Everywhere
Your staff and members may work more outside the office than in. When space is
at a premium, many associations want creative ways to save costs. The mobile

functionality of a CRM addresses both of these trends—freeing users to access
information anywhere and potentially cutting down on overhead costs.

Events and Member Services teams can pull up presentations, contracts, and
more right from their mobile devices and seamlessly upload to account or
member records within your CRM. Provide your people tools to always be
closing.
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CRM: A Dream Come True
More than a data clearinghouse, more than a mere tool, a CRM echoes a way of
life in the modern association world that places a premium on strengthening
connections. It gives your organization the ability and agility to evolve
alongside your mission and members’ needs. Some might say it gets
associations unstuck with a dream scenario for moving forward.

Want to see CRM in Action?
BroadPoint Engage transforms Microsoft's CRM offering - Dynamics 365 - into
a tailor-made membership management solution. Engage enhances Microsoft
Dynamics 365 with powerful new capabilities for community building,

membership, committee and chapter management, events management,
marketing outreach, and membership analytics.
Contact us today to see a demo!

(888) 920-2784

info@broadpoint.net

www.broadpoint.net
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About BroadPoint
Since 2001, BroadPoint has helped hundreds of membership and not-for-profit
organizations increase member engagement, elevate financial performance and
gain mission-critical intelligence.

We offer integrated AMS, CRM, ERP and business intelligence solutions, in the

cloud or on-premise, powered by leading technology providers such as Advanced

Solutions International (ASI), Microsoft, and Serenic.

Headquartered just outside Washington, DC, BroadPoint serves over 400 clients
across the United States.

www.broadpoint.net
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